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-,:ust-nomary to begin presentations -w-L--th the lament that
although certain topic is of great interest,, there is surpris-
ingly little c.-_,trolled research in the area, The author typi-
cally g-yez cc t. describe how nis OT her pa./ "._zular study is
likely' t7.: £L.1-1 vof_' left by earLier work. Ilthough it may
at first 3- npear. that l am ernplcying a simila,r z.--trategy, in truth
my perspe.-:tivT-_-_1 is somewhat diff-sre.n7.. For, talking about non-
verbal b.e_ra-7--,Lor, in ct there E a socil deE cf prior research
which it course I have
one - -is .ha- march hasn far enough. As a
social concerrd -7C often the role
that .analr::..c. days _n_' social - -era., pion is not taken
into ac.LJ, _27, is orta t to nm- that, say facial
express tan e d an- individual is
capable r-r .j.ing the meanir-z cf su:In beha-vlor, I think that f_

is crit cwt. _onduct expertane=s that attempt to show not
only hc beha7ior :relates to certain internal states,
but subs:, ,-i'411t1.- the effect that the e_xpressi= of such internal
states has u:;:on a dyadic partneir-

In thf_z er, I will re-)z-.± a few experiments examining some
of the roles t.t-_Pt nonverbal tretn_vior -plays within teacher-student
interaction. 1 -4-ill be reppr-T.r.ng the results of two sets of
experiments, ::sing different approaches, which examine how
students' att_t_t- ies and cogriLJ,i=s may be reflected nonverbally.
As you shall :E=;r, the exper4-"Fnts also differ in how well, they meet
my desire f= r-e!search which yes into account both dyadic partners.
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The _Student ms Pygma7iion

The firmt stet of experinemts that I would like to talk about

exagi.Llked the poseltility that student expectations regarding a

tea- er's competence could be rzommunicsted to the teacher and

bri i6 ahnut the expected behav=nr. There is a large body of

rem -arch examintmg tre 7henomenonn of teacher expectation effects

1976. For the mos -:. part, these studies have examined

how v7.2e -.7..-A.otaticris that a ,c.Tatcher holds -legarding a student's

performance transmitted and affect tna subsequent actual

performance _yfs e student. The most recilsrriable theoretical

explana-71mo f= the teauher expectation -.7..-1z.--e =.mmenon has beemtlat

teacherc. --;f-t-?.r forming an inft1.1-1 expecmc:- about a stud-='s

ability', -:_rnsmit their expect'..':-_on thmo= complex series of

verbal an:1 n_aveets2 cu-s to the student. For instance, Brnnhy

and Good 19(0' showed that s-tacknts recelved differential raise

according tr. teacter's e4pectations, ant Rothbart, DaLfren,

& Barrett (1971) fluid that teachers gave Brea7-er attention to

students labeled as bri,71ht.

Nonveral --ehartors towards students labled bright

or dull have alfr demonstrated to

Chaikin, Sigler, -)er1,5-ga (1974), for

differ. An experiment by

example, showed that sub-

jects asked to tutor a so-called "bright" pupil smiled more, had

more direct eye gam, leaned closer, and nodded their heads more

than subjects tuto=-1= a "dull" pupil. Thus, teachers appear to

respond differentiaaly to students according to the expectations

they hold regarding students' ability. In turn, these

4
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differential behaviors seem to promote student performance that

is congruent with their expectations.

Although research has tended to examine teachers' expecta-

tions about their students, it is clear that students themselves

can hold their own expectations about the teacher. The large

body of literature on student ratings of teachers (see, for

instance, reviews by Feldman, 1976, and Kulik & Kulik, 1974)

attests that students have well-articulated attitudes toward

their teachers. In fact, it seems likely that, even on first

encounter with a new instructor, students rapidly develop expec-

tations about the teacher. The source of these expectations may

be the instructor's physical appearance, sex, race, behavioral

idiosyncracies, information from siblings or friends, or even

rumors. Subsequently, in much the same way as teacher exrecta-

tions are transmitted to the pupil, we might expect that the stu-

dent's expectations could be communicated to the teacher and,

ultimately, lead to the expected behaviors.

Along with Tom Prohaska, I decided to carry out two experi-

ments designed to examine the effects of studen'; expectations

regarding teachers. In the first experiment, we induced either

positive or negative expectations about a teacher in a student

who was about to be taught by that teacher. We then observed

how those expectations affected the student. In the second

experiment--and note that it was necessary to carry out two

experiments to fully understand the phenorrenon--we had a student

simulate some of the behavioral manifestations of positive or
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negative expectancies suggested by the results of the /Mt_

experiment and observed the effects upon the teacher. lwe

hypothesized that the exmectations the student held r-rm'arding

the teach=r would be reflected in differential studer' behaTla,

and that such differential studeilt behavior would ai'f±ec-

teacher's behavior.

Experiment I. In our first experiment, tha effe: cl;"' a

student's expectations about a teacher's competence

student was examined. We reasoned that in order tc ever.taiallr

determine how student expectations would affect the t

first would be necessary to find how such expectations

manifested in the student.

Subjects were recruited to be in a teaching exp-. qt, in

which they were to be the student. Just prior to the -ti=i-

pation, a confederate, who ostensibly had been in th

previously, informed the subject that the teacher eith, :;.t3

quite effective or very incompetent

In the positive expectation condition, the conf, ate said

very positive things about the teacher. He told the ect that

the confederate was competent, friendly, and seemed she

would be a good teacher. The responses on '-an evalu_ a form

supposedly cbmpleted.by the confederate about the ,vere

uniformly positive.

In the negative expectation condition, the subject ,as told

and read that the teacher was incompetent, ineffectual, 3:And, in

general, was not successful as a teacher.



In nnn: 710 give subjacts ample opportunity tc- read the

.17-7Ltten e-azations, subjects were left waiting in the hall a

ife Mt-71117,- The experimenter than re,:u=nad and brought the

tc meet the "teacner." The emparimenter told the

sur4c- TAT Tall up a chair (-Mich was corny of the room)

5

to =lie -ler, who was alre,,:dy seated_ The :=-.menter then

.-777,21,. The teacher sked a fe7.4 about the

suitc7 bac.-Eground, and than taught -7,1c7: "1 r _0=3'- to the stu-

de-,' --AIL. :he subject was interactina teacher, she

q7 videotaped. The teacher taug:lz vio lessons and

af=m1 d tests on the lessons.

Thre- basic types of dependent measum-,,s were obtained.

FL..7s7, ects' attitudes toward the tea7.mer after the lesson

were obta_.ed. Second, tests on the content of the lesson were

s red. the nonverbal behavio7 of the subjects was

e}-a.minet This last set of measures we.: of particular interest,

It provided information about the Aay that students' expec-

ions abc:it the teacher could be corrumulicated to the teacher.

We had trained coders analyze t nonverbal behavior of

t:e subjects using measures which Mehrattan (1969) subsumes under

the name of "immediacy." Immediacy behaviors have been shown to

correlate very highly with the degree of ffect for a dyadic

partner. The measures were percentage of -ye contact, forward

lean toward partner, directness of orientat:ton, and interaction

stance between interactants.

To initially examine the results, a mz.ativariate t test was

used to compare simultaneously the difference between the positive

and negative expectation condition means on all of the individual

7



dependent variables. This test was significam Flence, the

experimental ffip-nimulation of student expectation _pears to

hai: had a gene=1 effect, aI-7,hough this varied =among the

virus types measures.

In terms -ne attitudinal measures, ther- ;ere

differenr '-a,tween subjects who expected 7_11ompetent qer

.ld subjects =De.777:_ng a poor teacher for every a-titudinal

aeacure. Subt,'ec-Ls rated the lesson as being more difficult, Lass

lteresting, and less effective when they expected a poor teacher

an when they e=e2ted a good teacher. Moreover, subjects

7necting a poor -eacher rated the teacher as less competent,

Less intelligen- _ass liked, and less enthusiastic than sub-

j=ots who had e: -ected a good teacher. There was also a dif-

rence on one .. the test scores from the experimental lesson,

with subjects siring significantly higher on the test when tuey

expected the teacher to be good than when they expected a poor

teacher.

Although perhaps of greatest interest, the results for the

nonverbal behaviors were disappointing, Only one of the nonverbal

measures was significant: subjects leaned forward more to "good"

teachers than "poor" teachers. But there was a trend for subjects

to have greater eye contact with teachers labeled good than teach-

ers labeled poor. Additionally, a joint measure of immediacy,

using beta-weights for the individual measures described by

Mehrabian (1969), yielded a trend for subjects to show greater
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immedicay in the positive expectation condition than the

negative expectation condition.

In general, it appears that subec-:s responded quite

directly to the experimental manimulamLon. Subjects

expecting a good teacher held more pcs_tive attitude, about

the lesson and the teacher, seemed tc _earn more, and acted

somewhat more positively on a nonvernal level than subjects

expecting a poor teacher.

These results were suggestive, anl they led us to the

question of whether the kind of dif-ferential responses found

in this first experiment could ultimately affect tne teacher.

To answer this question, we conducted a conceptual extension

of the findings from our first experiment. It seamed reason-

able to study the effects of students' nonverbal behavior,

suggested by the results of Experiment : to be related to their

expectation, on the teacher.

Experiment II. In this second experiment, subjects acted

as a teacher to a student (who was actually a confederate). To

provide a strong test of the hypothesis, the confederate role -

played a student who appeared to be unequivocally nonverbally

positive or negative. In the positive nonverbal condition,

the student gazed more at the teacher, sat closer, was more

directly oriented and leaned closer to the teacher (subject).

In the negative nonverbal condition, the student looked less,

sat further away, was less directly oriented, and sat upright

relative to the teacher. The dependent measures were concerned

with the teachers' reaction to the positive or negative behavior

of the student.

9
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of time constraints, I will very briefly summarize

the of this experiment. As in the first experiment,

there 7.1a.s. a general multivariate effect across the various

depemdamT measures we employed, ,showing the success of our manipulation.

In terns of the specific measures, we found that subjects felt

happier, warmer, and more pleased when receiving positive than

negative nonverbal behavior. There was also a trend toward

feeling that they had'performed more competently under conditiOns

of positive nonverbal behavior. There was no difference due

to :.--student nonverbal behavior on measures of teaching effective-

ness, anger, or interest in the lesson.

There were two differences found in ratings of the

student's performance made by the teachers. Students in the

positive nonverbal condition were rated as being significantly

more enthusiastic and being liked more than students in the

negative nonverbal condition, although there were no differ-

ences found in ratings of student performance or intelligence

according to condition.

We also measured the teacher's nonverbal behavior, under

the assumption that it might reflect the students' nonverbal

behavior. However, there was only one difference in nonverbal

behavior (using Mehrabian's coding scheme) due to condition

which even approached significance: There was a trend for

subjects in the positive condition to orient themselves less

directly toward the confederate than in the negative condi-

tion. There were no significant differences on the measures

of eye contact or forward lean.
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Somewhat. more interestingly, we found some clear results

on a measure of teacher adequacy. We had taken a 20-second

sample for each subject's performance while teaching the

lesson and recorded the sample on a new videotape from the

original tapes of the subjects. Each sample included the sub-

ject asking the confederate the same test item and the con-

federate responding correctly. Two untrained judges rated each

of the samples using a seven-point, Likert-type scale that

asked, "What is the overall adequacy of the teacher's perfor-

mance?"

The results showed that the rated adequacy of performance

of the subjects differed significantly according to the non-

verbal behavior of their student. Subjects in the positive

condition were rated by the judges as being significantly more

adequate teachers than subjects in the negative condition.

rims, as predicted, the student's nonverbal behavior seems to

have been reflected in differential teacher performance.

Taken together, the results of these two experiments sug-

gest support for the hypothesis that a student's expectation

about his or her teacher cculd be transmitted to the teacher

and bring about behavior congruent with the expectation. The

two experiments suggest a cycle: if 'differential expectations

lead to differences in nonverbal behavior (and this seems to

be the case, based on the results of Experiment I), and if dif-

ferential nonverbal behavior leads to differences in teacher

adequacy (as was:shown in Experiment II), then the initial expec-

tation ultimately can be linked to teacher behavior congruent

with the expectation.
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I think that it is clear from this research that we

can infer that nonverbal behavior can act as a mediator of

expectations in teacher-student interactions. And note that

we mould not have had much confidence in thin statement had

only one study been carried out. I ::ould like to turn briefly

now to one example of a very different, type of study, but

one which has at least as important educational implications.

In this particular study we were concerned with variables of a

more cognitive nature, as opposed to the affective emphasis

in the first studies we reported. Specifically, we were

interested in how an individual's cognitive level would be

reflected in his or her nonverbal communicative behavior.

Because this was an initial study, we chose to use a popu-

lation in which nonverbal behavior could be the primary form

of communicative behavior. Rather than looking at infant

populations, we decided to use a non-speaking retarded popu-

lation. This permitted quite a rigorous test of our hypoth-

esized relationship between cognitive level and nonverbal

behavior: if we found it in a very heterogeneous sample of

retarded persons, the relationship was likely a strong one.

Moreover, the educational implications for teaching practice

that could be drawn from a sample of retardates was more

interesting to us than what might be derived from an infant

population.

We used a sample of 40 severely and profoundly retarded

male and female subjects, none of whom used more than a few

12
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Words. tarth subject was tested to determine the Piagetian

cognitive level at which he or she was operating using the

Uzgiris and Hunt Ordinal Scales of Ps chological Development.

All subjects scored within one of four. substages of the sensori-

motor period. All subjects were then tested on a series of

20 communicative tasks. The tasks were designed to elicit

nonverbal behavior which was either termed "declarative"

(a communication which acted as a "comment" about a novel

object) or "imperative" (a communication which functioned

to obtain a desired object from an adult) towards an inter-

viewer. The behavior of the subjects was coded into six

broad categories of communicative nonverbal behavior, in-

cluding direct manipulating of the adult (grasping, tugging,

hitting); repetition of adult behavior; and pointing, showing,

or giving an object. Note how different these kinds of be-

haviors are from the kind that we examined in the first studies

that we described. But we felt that we needed a broader

frame of reference, one that was less subtle than that employed

earlierbecause of the exploratory nature of this study. By

the way, inter-rater reliability was quite high, averaging

about .90.

I will not go into detail regarding the results, which

are available elsewhere (Lobato-Barrera, 1978). But to

summarize, support for the hypothesized relationship between

cognitive level and nonverbal behavior was clearly found.
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was associated with an increase in the frequency of more com-

plex and integrated nonverbal communicative behaviors. With

more advanced senoorimotor performance there was a simultaneous

increase in the individual's symbolic representational functions

and in the ability to coordinate nonverbal behaviors into uni-

fied, efficient, and meaningful communicative acts. Again,

however, keep in mind that the kind of nonverbal behavior

studied in this experiment is on a much more gross level than that

found in the first experiments. Moreover, the two sets of experi-

ments differ on another dimension: Here Vre are talking

about cases in which the primary means of cc7mIztication is through

nonverbal behavior, while,in the first experiments we were concerned

with more subtle, unintentional nOnverbal behaviors which accompanir-

other forms of cormunici.tion.

I wish that I were able to maintain a degree of symmetry (or

at least follow. x,y own advice) in this presentation by talking

about a subsequent study to the preipious one, in which we

'xamined the effect of the subjects' nonverbal communicative

behavior upon, say, a teacher. Unfortunately, we haven't yet

carried out such a study. But we should. For implicit in the

research that I've been describing is the notion that in order

to truly understand how nonverbal behavior operates in educa-

tional settings--or any other setting, for that matter--it is

necessary to examine both encoding and decoding processes. To

truly describe the role that nonverbal behavior plays in social
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verbal behavior is elicited, and what effect such behavior has

upon an observer. Ultimately, research should examine how

these effects feed back to the initial encoder. Surely this

is a complicated research paradigm, but I think that it is a

necessary one. And positing the necessity of such a paradigm

allows me to end with the customary soporific that, obviously,

more research is necessary.



Note

Portions of this paper will appear in an article in the Journal

of Educational Psychology, "The Student as Pygmalion: Effect of

student expectation on the teacher." We are grateful to Ronald

Campana, Shirely Hutchinson, Richard Barrera, Joanne Miller,

Margie Blass, and Julie Wolfe who aided in completion of the

studies.
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